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Mastermind of SLA revealed
SAN FRANCISCO (API ■ Donald D
DeFreeze. the alleged mastermind of
the terrorist Symbionese Liberation
Army was named by ths FBI yesterday
as the mystery man who led heiress
Patricia Hearst and three other
women in a violent bank robbery.
Police said the previously
unidentified man shot and wounded
two passers-by as he fled the bank with
his band of female followers

A federal arrest warrant said
DeFreeie. an escaped convict who
took the name "'Cinque" after an
African chief, was being sought for
federal bank robbery. Bail was set at
♦500.000
THOMAS PADDEN. a special FBI
agent, signed an affidavit stating that
he and an unnamed associate of
DeFreeze had identified the escapee
from a photograph taken by a bank

security camera
A police investigator said yesterday
the robbery may have been staged to
show off Hearst as a "converted"
member of the SLA.
"We are discussing the possibility
very thoroughly that this was a staged
job to show off Patty Hearst as a
member of their ranks." said Police
Capt Mortimer Mclnerney
A federal warrant issued Monday

Jaworski 'obligated' to subpoena
WASHINGTON (API
Special
Watergate prosecutor Leon Jaworski
asked U.S. District Court yesterday to
issue a subpoena for tapes of 63
conversations in the White House
Jaworski said he had tried
unsuccessfully to get access to the
materials through President Nixon's
Watergate lawyer James D St t"lair
but since he has received no response
"I feel obligated to seek these
materials by subpoena
He said the tapes and other items are
needed for the trial of John N.
Mitchell. H R Haldeman and John D.
Ehrlichman and tour other defendants
in the Watergate cover-up.
"THE MATERIALS for which a
subpoena is sought consist of tapes and
other electrical and or mechanical
recordings or reproductions and any
memoranda, papers, transcripts or
other writings between the President
of the United States and persons who
are defendants or potential witnesses
in the case ''
Jaworski said his staff has
information that the materials contain
evidence relevant to the trial
The attachment listed 46 dates for
which Jaworski asked information

Perk program
The "Ohio This Week" program
featuring an interview with Cleveland Mayor Ralph J Perk will be
shown Friday. April 26 and
Sunday. April 28. not this
Thursday as was reported in
yesterday's News.
The Friday airing will be at 7
p.m., while the Sunday program
will be shown at 5 30 p.m.

They included
-A June 20. 1972 meeting and two
telephone conversations between the
President and Charles W. Colson. a
former White House aide who is one of
the seven defendants
-ON JUNE «. 1973. three meetings
between the President and H R.
Haldeman

Those two days are within one week
of the break-in of Democratic party
headquarters in the Watergate office
complex.
The list also includes a number of
conversations in late March and midApril. 1973. already subpoenaed by the
House Judiciary Committee for its
impeachment inquiry The latest list.

Senate votes on honors
Faculty Senate yesterday voted to
delay the increase in the minimum
grade point average from 3 70 to 3.75
needed to achieve magna cum laude
until next year's fall quarter
commencement
I)r Ron Stoner. associate professor
of physics, said the delay was
requested because of complaints
received from parents and students
concerning the March commencement
since many persons were unaware of
the change
The Senate also passed two recommendations of the Committee on
University Governance and Reorganization (COUGAR) will alter articles in
the Faculty Senate Charter
Dr Peter A. Facione. assistant professor of philosophy and COUGAR
chairman, said the recommendations
update and highlight certain modes of
operation He mentioned one section
which allows a college more flexibility
in its administrative organization.
The other recommendation, concerning student affairs, "provides for
the drawing together and sanctions of
those student organizations which
students wish to develop in accord with
their constitutions as approved by the

Board of Trustees,
indicates the
membership and function of the
Student Affairs Advisory Board:
specifies the responsibilities of the
Vice Provost for Student Affairs, and
broadens the parameter of the Charter
to include the student body

night identified Hearst. 20. as a
carbine-carrying member of a heavily
armed gang that robbed 110.960 from
the Hibernia Bank's Sunset District
branch Monday and shot two passersby
THE WARRANT seeks her arrest as
a material witness and set 1600.000
bail Warrants on robbery charges
were issued for three other women who
burst into the bank. Police said the
robbery involved about nine persons in
all, including others in a getaway car.
Reached yesterday in La Paz. Mexico, Hearsts mother, Catherine, said:
'"It's all so bizarre I can't believe it."
The Hearsts were scheduled to return
to their home in Hillsborough later
from a 10-day rest in La Paz.
"We
are not ruling out the possibility that
she (Miss Hearst) was a willing
participant." said Charles Bates. FBI
special agent in charge here "On the
other hand, there is evidence she was
not
Bates said an automatic camera in
the bank which pictured Hearst
holding a sawed-off semiautomatic
carbine also showed that "there was a
gun held by another person on her."
U.S. Attorney James L. Browning
agreed, adding that he thinks this is
"the first time in the annals of legal
history that a kidnap victim has shown
up in the middle of a bank robbery."

»»"_

Long wait, at rod light, may toon b. thortonad if tho Sonoto
pass** tho proposed bill to legalize right turn* on rod in Ohio.
Our slat* it bo hind at loatt 14 of horn in patting thii law.
(Newtphoto by Carl Said)

Right turn on red light proposed
A bill is pending in the Ohio State Senate that could
relieve some of the irritation of driving if it is
passed.
Ohio House Bill 99 would allow motorists to turn
right on a red light at any intersection in Ohio
provided he first stops and yields to pedestrians and
intersecting traffic.
Intersections deemed unsafe by Ohio Department
of Transportation for a right turn on a red light
would have signs posted informing motorists that it
is illegal to turn on red at that intersection
John DeMoss. senior (Ed), said he researched
right-on-red laws in other states as extra credit
project for a driver education course in spring. 1970.
"I'VE GONE through considerable time, energy
and expense in the form of postage, stationery, long
distance telephone calls and travel because 1 believe

the law is a good idea," DeMoss said
DeMoss said he worked with state representative
Charles Kurfess i R-25 > on the problem, and Kurfess
introduced a right-on-red law during the 1971-72
Congressional session.
He said he learned from Kurfess that the bill had
been sent to a committee by the Ohio House and died
there
State representative James T. Celebreeze (D-4)
introduced a bill comparable to Kurfess' right-onred bill, and that it has been passed by the Ohio
House. It is now waiting to be scheduled for a state
Senate hearing, according to DeMoss.
HE ADDED THAT he organized letter writing
campaigns to state Congressmen to "grease the
skids" of the bill's journey through Congress.
The law has four major advantages: to expedite

the flow of traffic, reduce travel time, reduce fuel
consumption and reduce air pollution, according to
DeMoss
HE SAID OHIO law now permits right on red at
intersections where signs indicate that it is allowed.
"The problem with the Ohio law is that it is
financially prohibitive to erect signs at every intersection," he added.
He said he is optimistic about the bill's chances for
passage.
"The bill got through the Ohio House by a vote of
65-25, and it may get through because of traffic, the
high cost of fuel and air pollution." he said.
Any students in favor of the bill may write to their
respective senators at the Ohio Senate, Columbus,
Ohio 43215

Semester option lowers some costs
Editor's Note: The following article
it the tecoad la a three-pan series on
the semester quarter calendar option.
By Mark Dodoth
Staff Reporter
Calendar options, including the
"early in. early out" semester plan,
are the subject of a May. 1973 report
submitted to Academic Council and the
Provost's office by the Calendar Study
Committee (CSC).
CSC. a subcommittee of the
Academic Development and
Evaluation Committee (ADEC).
studied the pros and cons of various
calendar plans.
It also gathered faculty and
administrative input for their
perspectives on the best possible
calendar for the University.

Committee members were appointed
by the Provost. Kenneth W. Rothe.
Five faculty members, two administrators, a graduate assistant and an
undergraduate comprised the
committee
CSC CHAIRMAN Dr Jerry
Streichler. professor of industrial
technology and department chairman,
said committee members organized
themselves into three subcommittees.
These subcommittees compiled and
discussed their findings. Their reports,
plus input from administrative
officers, make up the body of the
overall report.
The report's introduction indicates
the need for a thorough examination of
calendar alternatives before rushing to
replace the present system.
"Any plan to change," the report
stated, "should demonstrate that the

proposed calendar is judged more
desirable lor the least inconvenient of
the options at hand) to a majority of
the members of the University's
constituencies: particularly students
and faculty."
Consideration of "significant administrative cost reductions...to enhance
the academic mission of the University," is also of primary concern
before a change is instituted, CSC
stated.
THROUGHOUT the text of CSC's
report the desirability of student input
is continually stressed. Yet no attempt
at soliciting student opinion was made
by the committee.
The committee gave reasons why
CSC could not ascertain student
opinion.
First, ADEC's instructions to the
committee stated. "The CSC will have

neither the time nor resources to
harness large-scale opinion survey
techniques "
Thereby, polling of a significant
sampling of students was explicitly
denied the committee.
Under the category of "Not Relevant
Toward a Calendar Choice" comes the
second justification in the report for
not seeking student input.
THE REPORT reads,
If
alternatives are not clearly communicated to students and since they have
little experience with alternative
calendars to make meaningful
judgments, their preferences may be
of little value."
Yet a question remains for the University administration. How can
students familiarize themselves with
the calendar issue when administrators make no attempt to inform

After rushed days, a relaxing evening near Peregrine Pond Is a deserved rest.

them about It? The report does not
answer this inquiry.
Reports by each subcommittee
reveal a leaning toward an early
semester program.
Cost Impact Subcommittee (CIS) of
CSC dealt with calendar effects on University operational costs.
This subcommittee consisted of Dr.
Harvey Donley, professor of
quantitative analysis and control, and
Glenn Van Wormer. assistant vice
president of institutional planning.
CIS IMPLIED a preference for an
early semester calendar In their
report.
Enrollment decrease occurs only
once under semesters as opposed to
twice with quarters, their report
stated. The decrease affects residence
hall income as well as fee income.
Additionally, savings in administrative costs due to one less
registration, fee collection and grade
reporting process are attractive
features of the semester calendar
The University Bookstore, however,
faces a setback if semesters are
adopted, according to Paul D.
Shepherd, the bookstore's manager.
In a memorandum to J. Claude
Scheuerman, vice president of
operations, Shepherd stated, "Our
sales are higher under the present
quarter system. We know what our
income and expenses are. Don't rock
the boat."
POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES and
drawbacks for students under either
calendar were posed by the Student
Impact Subcommittee (SIS).
James Damschroder. graduate
assistant in accounting, Alison Jones,
junior (Ed ), and Karel King, associate
placement director, composed the
committee.
Effects of the semester calendar on
possible increases in class size and
availability of work during the summer
and holidays are cited as possible
influences upon student opinion.
The report also noted:
-Fewer course options, less variety
of faculty, less flexibility in scheduling
on semester basis may be viewed
negatively by students."

-"More grading periods in the
quarter system may be viewed
positively by students.
--"Increased possibility of evaluation
or progress reporting on semester
calendar may be well received."
The sole recommendation of the SIS
is stated in a single sentence: "Prior to
any calendar change, student
perceptions of calendar systems and
certain questions raised by this subcommittee must be surveyed "
A WEAK ENDORSEMENT for the
semester system is offered by the
Faculty Impact Subcommittee (FIS).
This group, composed of Dr. David
Fulton, associate professor of
computer science and department
chairman; Dr. Louis Graue, professor
of mathematics, and Dr. Lowell
Schipper. professor of psychology,
performed a comparative calendar
study similar to SIS'.
They said a change to semesters
"would require a large amount of
faculty time to be diverted from
teaching, research and other normal
activities."
However, the conversion process
offers "more time for class
development, depth of study, evaluation of students, (greateri spacing
between class meetings," according to
FIS
Concerns of students are reflected in
certain faculty attitudes toward a
semester shift.
Desire for flexibility, greater
opportunity for concentrated independent study and fewer courses to
divert a student's time are noted as
positive quarter functions by the
subcommittee.
• To saga throo

Weather
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tax loopholes
A few Senators are speaking (or many disgusted American citizens
with new talk about reforming the tax system in this country.
Sen. George McGovern will introduce a bill soon to boost personal
income tax exemption to 1850 and low income allowance to f 1,500.
McGovern's bill also would have a cost-of-living feature which would
boost the figures even higher with inflation.
Some very disturbing figures have been noted by Sen. McGovern and
Sen. Walter F. Mondale (I) Minn ) about the wide use of lax loopholes
among the nation's wealthy class. Therefore the bill should also contain a
provision for closing tax loopholes.
McGovern said 304 families with 1971 incomes of over $100,000. paid no
income tax. He also said 318 families with incomes of up to $14 million
paid less than 4.5 per cent in income taxes
Even more upsetting is Sen Mondale's report that over 33.000 wealthy
Americans had paid nothing on an average of $152,000 in taxable income
in 1972. Mondale said these persons paid a rate of about four per cent in
federal taxes, less than the percentage the average taxpayer shells out to
ths government each year.
In light of the President's turnover of almost half a million dollars in
back taxes, this new evidence brought out by Sens. McGovern and
Mondale should be enough to make ordinary law-abiding citizens sick to
their stomachs.
The saddest part is that Congress probably will take no major action
against the wealthy who pay virtually no income taxes.
The wealthy help finance campaigns and the Congress' subsequent
reliance on big money interests will probably kill chances for passage of
a better tax system.
It's about time this do-nothing Congress stands up to the big money
interests and says no. It is time those with lesser incomes have their say
about having most of the tax burden shoved on their shoulders.
When the McGovern bill is introduced into the Senate il must be given
careful consideration and passed by the Senators as proof they really are
interested in their constituents.
The people who are the backbone of this nation have been ignored too
long with lip service, while priorities are set according to big money
interests

boyle conviction
goes to the top

agriculture, sports, culture
By Oladele Olukuale AJala
Vice-President of BAPA
Coordinator of African Studiei
Program
Guru Student Colnmnlit
(Edllor'i note: The following piece af
Nigeria's Increasing development la
world affair* It the lecoad part of a
two-part »rrlei )
By the sixteenth century there were
clear evidences that a well-organized
society had been formed. External
trade (mainly in salt) developed implying some great developments In
commerce, and therefore by
implication in political stability and
peace. At this time an embassy was
sent (o Europe Yoruba prestige was at
its highest at the end of the
seventeenth century.
Benin, an off-shoot of the Yoruba
kingdom-was enjoying a position of
eminence and beginning to attract the
attention of European merchants. The
first recorded European visit to Benin-by a Portuguese adventure-took place
in I486, while the first English visit
took place in 1553.
WHEN THE Kuropeans arrived they
found, in the words of Michael Crowder
in "The Story of Nigeria." a kingdom
that was "highly organized, backed by
a large and efficient army, which gave
it control of a large area of ths
coast .its economy was such as to
allow not only for sacred carvings such
as one finds in the small societies of
Nigeria, but for a great deal of secular
art. such as superbly carved
ornaments, bells, lamp-holders, doors
and pillars, many of which are now
scattered throughout the museums of
the world What is remarkable about
Benin, is that its growth was
stimulated neither by contact with
Islam nor Europe."
The history of Nigeria from the early
1920s is the history of the rise of
modern nationalists, and of the
advance towards independence.
Progress was slow, at first, but
became more rapid after the second
world war
NIGERIA IS a predominantly agri
cultural country. About 80 per cent of
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This article is in response to a
request to clarify the new system of
using a lormula in computing a
student's eligibility for academic
honors as reported in the April 11. 1974
issue of The BG News
The new system was brought to my
attention through an inquiry of why a
March graduate from the College of
Education only qualified for cum laude
honors when she had a Grade Point
Average, GPA i of 3.77
According to the catalogues now in
print it only stales requirements of a
3 5, 3 7 and 3 9 for cum laude. magna
cum laude and summa cum laude
respectively However, based on the
formula for magna cum laude, used in
the March commencement, she needed
to have a 3 68 GPA to qualify
IN SUBSEQUENT investigation I
found that
a i the Faculty Senate passed this
new requirement during their
December meeting based on a proposal
from the Academic Policy Committee
(APC);
bi for purposes of computing the
GPA for honors, only the grade
received the first time a repeated
course is taken shall be used.
c) all courses for which a letter
grade was assigned on first enrollment
in the course shall be used to compute
the GPA Courses enrolled on an S/U
shall not be counted by basing the
computation on only letter-graded
credits iTLC);
di the following formulas were
passed as presented by the APC;
Summa Cum Laude 3.0 -» 150
TLC

NIGERIA MADE her first impact on
the world through trade Centuries ago
European merchant ships sailed up her
coastline and left with spices, ivory
and priceless art pieces. Since those
early days of trading contacts, it
remains true that the economy of the
country has prospered through trade.
From spices, ivory and art pieces,
what Nigeria offers the trading world
has spread to cover a wide range of
farm, forest and mineral productscocoa, groundnuts, palm products,
cotton, rubber, benniseed. soya beans,
hides and skins, timber, tin, columbite.
crude oil, etc In many foreign lands
(United States is no exception) these
commodities today form ths raw
materials in the factories.
Nigeria has an open-door trade
policy The Republic buys from and
sells to all the six continents of the
world. Among principal customers are
Britain. Western Germany.
Netherlands, the I'nited States,
France. Italy, Belgium and Japan, as
well as the Soviet Union and Poland

Arising from a profitable foreign
trade Nigeria has a stable financial
structure. The Central Bank of Nigeria
is the sole authority for the issue of
currency. Nigeria has Its own
indigenous currency-NAIRA-and a
Nigerian Naira is an equivalence of
$1.51 (American dollar).
THERE ARE more than 20
commercial banks operating in the
country; many of them have branches
in the most remote parts. There is a
Nigerian Stock Exchange. Nigeria's
finances are indeed sound. Revenues
and external reserves are
comparatively high. There is favorable
climate for trade, industry and
investment
Nigerians in different parts of the
country are within easy contact of one
another and the outside world. The
country is well served by road, rail,
sea and air transport as well as by upto-date postal and telecommunications
systems Nigeria is a member of the
Universal Postal Union and there are
over 300 post offices or postal agencies
providing normal services.
Educationwise. a visitor from
Europe, after a stay in Nigeria, once
remarked "I have traveled in many
lands but I do not think that there is
anywhere I have witnessed such a
consuming thirst for education as I
have in this country." The Federal and
State Governments plan not only to
satisfy this thirst, but also to harness
the widespread passion for learning to
the country's manpower needs.
IN THE sports world Nigeria is
playing the first fiddle among African
nations and is being highly acclaimed
all over the world as an enthusiastic
sports nation The old sports of game
hunting, horse riding, fishing, and
wrestling are being preserved while
remarkable strides are being made in
modern sports
Nigeria has every reason to be proud
in terms of sports having produced
some world champions in various
sports. She is a regular participating
country in both The Commonwealth
Games and Olympic Games and in
several international friendly games.

S8Rtt»t

Tony Boyle, former president of the United Mine Workers (UMW). has
received a taste of wellKleserved justice with the conviction for his role
in the murders of union rival Joseph Yablonski. his wile and daughter.
Most of those who carried out the murders already have been
convicted But in this trial the man at the top who ordered the murders
has also been convicted.
Too often in the courts those at the bottom of the totem pole feel the
effect of the law while those at the top go free Look at Watergate. The
Cubans who burglarized the Watergate complex are in prison while the
higberups are either under indictment or still in the government.
The Kent State grand jury merely indicted those who fired the shots.
No action has been taken against those who may have given orders to
shoot
Not only is it sick enough that Boyle ordered Yablonski "done away
with.'' but the former UMW head also used $20,000 in union funds to
finance the murder.
Miners who worked hard in lousy working conditions paid their dues to
an organization they hoped would make life better for them Then their
money was used for blood revenge.
Tony Boyle still maintains his innocence, but it was the testimony from
those who carried out the murder that disclaimed his defense.
Boyle's guilt should be an example to everyone that the big minds who
set up and finance a crime are not immune to being prosecuted
Hopefully. Boyle's conviction will serve as useful inspiration for all
future prosecutors to keep digging for more than the little guy who
carried out the scheme.

By Daniel D. Kane
2Z30ffenhnuerW.
Guett Student Columnist

the total working male population is
engaged in it. The country is singularly
fortunate among West African
countries in the diversity of crops
which are valuable raw materials, and
even more fortunate in that these crops
are distributed over the whole country
in such manner that the export and sale
bring equal advantages to all parts of
the Federation.
Agricultural products make up about
65 per cent of the total annual exports
from Nigeria, among
which are
cocoa, oil palm products, ground nuts,
rubber, cotton, and timber
Already a wide variety of goods are
made in Nigeria. Among existing
industries are textiles, cement and
building materials, dairy, flour,
cigarette, furniture, soap, sugar, beer,
plastic, glass, ceramic, footwear,
electronic (radio and television sets).
industrial gas. boat building,
sawmilling and vehicle assembly
Mining plays an important part in
the economy Among the minerals on
which major industries have been
developed are tin and columbite,
limestone, coal and oil

REALLY! I THOUGHT WE WERE ABOVE ALL THAT!'

Magna Cum Laude; 30+ 130
TLC
Cum Laude: 3.0 + JUS
TLC
Therefore, in order to qualify for
academic honors a student must have a
GPA greater than or equal to either the
higher of: (1) the traditional 3.5. 3.7.
3.9 or (2) the GPA as calculated by the
formula.
THE FORMULAS were based on the
assumption that a student need only
have 170 TLC in order not to be
penalized However, if one calculated
each of the formulas with TLC
equalling 170 he would find that he
would need a 3 5. 3.76. and 3 88 GPA to
qualify for cum laude. magna cum
laude. and summa cum laude
respectively.
The reason for the inconsistency
results are:
1i When Dr. Kon Stoner developed
the formula for magna cum laude. he
assumed that the traditional GPA was
3.75 rather than the correct 3.7;
2) In effect the TLC needed in
achieving magna cum laude to break
even was 186 and for summa cam cum
laude. 167 Cum laude is the only one
based on the proposed TLC of 170.
IF THE formulas were corrected so
that ilia TLC of 170 was consistently
applied in each category, and (2) that
magna cum laude was correctly
assumed to have a traditional GPA of
3.7 for qualification they would be:
Summa Cum Laude

3.0 + 153
TLC

Magna Cum Laude: 3.0+ 119
TLC

Cum Laude

3 0 + 85^
TLC

Using the previously mentioned case
of the March graduate from the
College of Education, she would need a
3.86 GPA before the formulas were
corrected, and a 3 79 GPA alter
correction in order to qualify for
magna cum laude even though she had
a 3 77 GPA
THIS RESULTS because an average
graduate from the College of
Education who needs 183 hours to
graduate must take 26 hours of S U
course work consisting of 15 hours of
student teaching. 3 hours of physical
education, and 8 hours of English 111
and 112-this leaves only 157 hours of
letter-graded credits; 13 hours lower
than the 170 TLC breakeven point.
Dr Ron Stoner's response was, "it
would be impossible to make a policy
that would treat all students evenly,"
that he does not believe education
majors are at a disadvantage since
"every study so far has shown courses
in the College of Education are graded
more easily."
My argument is that this prejudice
should not be built into any formula.
While I have yet to see anything
published on these alleged studies Dr.
Stoner refers to. I would assume that
the studies, if they exist, would only
show a higher GPA of. students in the
College of Education.
IT DOES not logically follow that
they are graded easier, since it should
be remembered that these same
students on the average had a higher
admission score on ths ACT and SAT
than any other college

While the major objectives of the
new formula system is to penalize
students with excessive hours of S/U
credits and to prevent the erosion of
ths "excellence" of what the academic
honors signify as evidenced by a
general inflation of the GPA. I submit
that they are not curing the problem;
only the symptom.
As Dr. Dave Roller stated "where
departments that try to maintain
constant grading standards find
enrollment drops as students move to
courses in other disciplines where high
grades
are
more
easily
obtained, when staffing levels are tied
to course enrollments, irresistable
pressure to lower standards results
"STUDENTS become the ultimate
victims as the quality of their
education and the credibility of their
academic records deteriorate."
This whole issue also leads to the
following questions:
(1) Whether it is justified to abandon
the original intent of the S/U grading
elective?
(2) WHETHER the formulas should
even be used in the first place to cure a
problem that has yet to be empirically
documented and published?
(31 Whether or not ths catalog a
student enrolls under is a contract
between the student and the university,
subject to change only through mutual
assent?
(4) Whether it is just to condone
inconsistent treatment between the
colleges based on a prejudice?
These questions should be answered
by a representative share of all
a'ffected-the students, the faculty, the
administrators-and not by only one
faction.

Common sports include athletics
where people like S. O. Arogundade A.
K. Amu, Titus Erinle, Late Ifeajuna,
Violet Odogu, and Modupe Osikoya,
have won world acclamations;
association football (called soccer in
this country) where Late Tesilimi
Balogun, The Ajado Brothers, Late
Omofeye. Samuel Garba Okoye,
Samuel Opone, and Neil O'Dyer. to
mention a few have won world
reputation; boxing (professional and
amateur boxing) with names such as
world champions Hogan Bassey. Late
Dick Tiger, Rafiu King will never be
forgotten; lawn tennis with Thompson
Onibokun and Lawrence Awopegba as
many years West African champions,
swimming with the Adungupus leading
for several years in West Africa; table
tennis (ping pong) with Lassey Wilson.
Solomon Bamgbade and Bilikisu
Popoola as West African champions at
various times.
OTHER SPORTS include field
hockey, cricket, netball (for women
only), handball (for men onlyi and
American sports, especially basketball
and volleyball are becoming
increasingly popular in the country
The National Sports Commission is
trusted with the organization and
administration of sports in the national
and international levels. Nigeria has
recently hosted the second All-African
Games which was used to open her
National Stadium- a multi-purpose
stadium with a seating capacity of over
50.000.
Spread over the country, especially
in the capital cities of all the states can
be found modern stadiums of up-todate sports equipment and facilities as
well as standard swimming pools
NIGERIA IS forging ahead in sports
as well as in other world sporting
activities Incidentally, the Nigeria's
Chief Sports Secretary-Mr Abraham
Ordia-is the current President for the
Supreme Council for Sports in Africa,
and I happen to have been actively
involved with the organization and
administration of sports in the country
prior to my arrival in the United
States
Recent archeological discoveries of
the Nok Culture show that the cultural
heritage in some areas which now
form part of Nigeria go back to over
2.000 years. To restore and preserve
these precious relics from the
country's past, the Government has set
up an Antiquities Commission
At the National Museum in Lagos,
examples of works from all over the
Federation present a kaleidoscope of
the nation in its diversity of crafts, and
in at least ten other towns there exist
smaller museums in which relics of
local origin are preserved.
THESE PERFECT examples of
portraiture and the ore perdue method
of casting, together with the equally
perfect terra cottas thought to be of the
same period and possibly by the same
craftsmen, have no equal anywhere in
Africa.
While the past is rich, the present is
lively, and Nigeria today has her fair
share of painters and sculptors who
apply modern techniques to indigenous
art forms. Some of them are
internationally renowned and have
exhibited their works in different parts
of the world.

Leirers
conference
organizing
On April 20 at 1 p.m there will be an
area organizing conference in Room
315 of the Kent State University
Student Center.
The purpose of this conference is to
mobilize Ohio peace and justice groups
for a national rally to be held at Kent
State on May 4 of this year.
THROUGH THIS conference we
wish to give area organizing groups full
access to information concerning the
rally with the hope that they will be
able to mobilize support in their home
town areas and campuses.
information will be made available
concerning the speakers at the rally
and workshops to be held after the
rally, housing and food for out-of-town
people, as well as leaflets that can be
used to organize support for the rally.
IF YOU are planning on attending,
please call 672-3748 to let us know.
Ann Fry
Brian Anderson
co-chairpersons,
Kent Student Union
TomFutch
Kent Indochina Peace Campaign
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Faculty opinion evenly mixed
FIS suggested that if the
University of Toledo
remains on the quarter
system, "joint programs
with them would be
facilitated by a similar
calendar here."
Conversely, this belief
implies the University adopt
semesters if Toledo
switches.
Their report also stated.
"If a faculty member
happens to get a bad class or
unfavorable teaching assignment, the shortness of the
quarter is a definite
advantage."
The conclusion of their
report cited a survey
indicating faculty favored
semesters two to one
ADMINISTRATIVE responses to calendar options

appear evenly mixed
between favoring quarters
and early semesters.
Dr. Karl Vogt. dean of the
College of Business Administration, said faculty in
business, "do not believe
that a reduction in the
administrative workload as
implied by the semester
calendar equates well with
the costs involved in
restructuring the baccalaureate
degree
program."
Dr. Vogt continued. "By
way of conclusion, the
present calendar scheme is
thought to be the best
alternative "
Dr James Paul Kennedy,
director of the School of
Music, responded. "Music
seems well suited to
quarters i rather than

semesters)
for
concentration time spans
Splitting into two parts with
resulting dead periods
(during which little
creativity exists), causes
continuity problems."
"THE
QUARTER
calendar does provide us in
continuing education with
the flexibility we need in
scheduling non-credit
courses and extension
courses." said Dr Raymond
Endres. then director of
continuing education.
Acting dean of the College
of Health and Community
Services Dr Joseph K
Balogh said "the advantages
far outweigh the disadvantages." in adopting
the early semester
calendar

Dr Balogh said the 15
week instructional program
gives the student "more
time to prepare his course
work, readings and term
papers"
Speaking for the Council
of Chairmen. Dr. William
Rock, professor of history,
said. "Sentiment in favor of
the semester system is
overwhelming "
ACCORDING to Dr.
George Herman, vice
provost for faculty affairs.
"The major advantage of
quarters is that they're in
step with the holidays The
major advantage with
semesters is that they're
long enough to develop
course material properly
The early semester

newsnotes
OU strike?
ATHENS. Ohio (APi - Organizers
of an Ohio University student
workers' union have called for a vote
tonight to poll student employees on a
campus-wide work stoppage
Some 50 student workers began
picketing the Nelson Commons
Cafeteria, the university's largest
food service facility, early yesterday.
I'mon spokesman Bruce Mitchell of
Columbus told a news conference
yesterday the strike was successful
because of student and student
worker support.
The union cited university
recognition, pay increases, hiring
practices and grievance procedures
as the major issues in the work
stoppage The union represents about
200 of the schools 1.200 student
employees

Birth rate
WASHINGTON (APi - The nation's
birth and fertility rates in 1973 were
the lowest since the government
began collecting such statistics early
in the century, the National Center
for Health Statistics says
The center, in a report last

combines the advantages of
both
The predominant theme,
however, of the Calendar
Study Committee's report
seems to be the attitude of
"not making changes just
for the sake of change.''
As stated early in the committee's report.
The
present
calendar
configuration may be the
best available calendar
option to stimulate
innovative academic
activities in a university as
large as BGSU
"That more innovation is
not evident may be a
function of the faculty
reward system, history,
tradition, and a whole
galaxy oi other reasons and
not at all a function of the
academic calendar."

TV missing

February, said the nation registered
15 births per 1,000 persons last year,
down four per cent from 1972
The fertility rate was placed at 69.3
births per 1.000 women in the prime
child bearing age of 15 to 44. a drop of
six per cent from 1972.
There were 3.141.000 births in the
nation last year, the center said

Coal
COLUMBUS (API - An official of
the U.S. Office of Coal Research said
yesterday the United States must
work to triple its coal production by
1985
C. Lowell Miller, speaking at a
three-day technical conference on
coal conversion, said technicians
must improve both surface and
underground mining techniques to
reach an annual production of two
billion tons of coal, or a 330 per cent
increase over 1972 production
"We cannot rely on surface mining
alone." he said "We'll have to rely
on underground mines to a large
extent, both in the east and the
west."
Scientists must also develop better
methods for turning coal into
products such as fuel oil. gasoline and
synthetic natural gas

Gas prices
WASHINGTON (APi - The average
price of premium gasoline increased
another cent per gallon this week, but
supplies o( gasoline remained good
throughout the nation, the American
Automobile Association (AAA>
reported yesterday.
The AAA said the price ol regular
gasoline remained at an average of 54
cents per gallon in its spot check of
6.051 of the nation's more than 220,000
service stations
But the average price of premium
gasoline increased one cent to 58
cents per gallon

Project delay
COLUMBUS (APi - The final
priority list for funding water
improvement projects in Ohio has
been delayed about a month, a
spokeswoman for the state Environmental Protection Agency said
yesterday
"We had 500 total changes in the
list and that has caused some delay."
said Noreen Wills "About 300
municipalities have asked that their
points be recalculated and then 200
communities wanted their projects
added to the list.

A nine-inch Sony
television valued at $225
and a strip-film viewer
valued at $125 were
reportedly taken from
the Industrial Kihu-.iiuin
and Technology Building
at about 4 p.m. Monday,
according to a Campus
Safety spokesman
A purse belonging to
Debra Angelo. (reshman
(B A >. was reportedly
stolen from the Prout
Dining Hall. The purse
and its contents,
including contacl lenses
and a checkbook, were
valued at$213

Change
of view

Koran Skallay, freshman (AaVS), decided to get a new
perspective en the University. WKh seme help from friend Joe
lesko. freshmon (B.A.), she succeeds in finding that
dimension
by
completing
a
(wobbly)
handstand.
(Newsphote by Carl Said)

little Sibling' T-shirts on sale
Specially designed
"Bowling Green Sibling" T
shirts go on sale today as
part of the Little Siblings
Weekend activities
Sponsored by the
Residence Programs Office,
Little Siblings Weekend will
be May 3-5
T-shirts are available in
brown letters on orange and
orange letters on brown.

They are $2.85 and may be
ordered irom the social
chairman
in
each
dormitory
The Residence Life Office
has chartered Greyhound
buses to bring siblings from
Cleveland. Columbus. Cincinnati and Youngstown
Advance reservations will
be taken beginning
Wednesday. April 24.

Buses will leave the
Greyhound stations at 4 p.m.
May 3 and make stops along
the way At least 40
reservations from each
route must be obtained in
advance.
Bus fare will be about half
the normal fare. More
information
about
transportation may be
obtained from dormitory

representatives
Individual dormitories are
planning lilms. picnics and
entertainment events for the
weekend.
Little Siblings Weekend
was proposed as an allcampus event to replace the
Little Brother and Little
Sister weekends traditionally sponsored by individual dormitories

THE DEN
announces a

DOOR BUSTING SALE
— ENTIRE INVENTORY CLEARANCE —
We have a store full of Spring and Summer merchandise, but the weather man has not cooperated and now we have got to sell thousands of $ worth of new fashions fast — everything is reduced!

SAVE TO Vi PRICE
We have spent all day and night Tuesday reducing prices for this Spectacular
Sale.

THE DEN
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O'Cosey trogi-comedy to star
guest actor os jobless father
"Juno and the Paycock."
a tragicomedy by Irish
playwright Sean 0 Casey
will open tonight in the Main
Auditorium.

"This play has frequently
been considered O'Casey's
masterpiece." said Dr.
Allen Kepke. professor of
speech and director of the

Oil firms honest
about shortage

Soft seats

With worm weather, and students longing to be eutdeors,
classes frequently diminish in siie. This Instructor uses fresh
air and sunshine te stimulate interest and attendance.
(Newtphete by Carl Setd)

WASHINGTON lAP) The major oil companies apparently are telling the truth
about their supplies, based
on audits by the Federal
Energy Office, energy chiel
William E Simon says.
Simon said that the
ongoing energy office audits
of refineries have turned up
no evidence that oil
companies are lying about
their inventories
In an interview, the
energy chief said that the
government has made giant
strides in convincing the
American people that the
fuel shortage is real.

SBO jobs use new applications
Selection of Student BodyOrganization (SBO> committee members "will not
discriminate against anyone
who hasn't been previously
involved in SBO activities."

Student dies
touring abroad
Maria B Rubio. sophomore (A&SI. was killed
Thursday when she crossed
a limited access highway
while hitchhiking near Aix
en-Provence, France.
Rubio. 21, was in the University's year abroad
program
Her study
program was based in
Madrid. Spain.
Rubio's companion, also a
University student, was
unharmed

***************

Doug Bugie. SBO president
and junior IA&SI. said
yesterday.

they will have no idea what
the student's name is," he
continued

Bugie said an essay-type
application will be used for
all appointive positions. The
application, which is similar
to a test, attempts to
measure attitudes and
creativity, he said.

"This way it will not
matter who the applicant is
or who he knows in SBO. He
will be judged solely on the
basis of how he answers the
questions
on
the
application." Bugie added.

"The only type of identification used will be the
student's social security
number," Bugie said.
"When the Personnel Board
evaluates the applications

"THE BOARD will
evaluate each application to
see what the student wants
to do with the position and
what his ideas about the
committee are," he said.

After the board reviews
all applications, the most
qualified applicants will be
interviewed in person. Bugie
'laid
"We have worked out a
general framework of what
we are looking lor in each
position we have to fill." he
continued. "We will use this
in evaluating the applications."
Bugie said SBO made up
the applications this quarter
and has had good results
with them

"THESE applications are
more objective than the old
ones." Bugie said. "We have
gotten a really good
response from all types ot
students since we started
using them "
Bugie said the positions of
secretary and coordinator of
communications were filled
using this method
"These applications encourage more different
types oi students to seek
positions in SBO." Bugie
said.

"We're still going through
the scapegoat phase in this
country." he said
But Simon added that congressional hearings and
government investigations
eventually will remove
much of the emotion from
the debate and Americans
will realize the energy crisis
is real.
SIMON, who is expected
to be named treasury secretary later this week, said
that first-quarter profits of
the oil companies as well as
second-quarter profits will
be embarrassing to the oil
firms.
He also said that with the
end of the Arab oil embargo,
conservation efforts by
Americans are continuing.
"I am optimistic that
demand will not explode."
he said.
Simon declined to discuss
specific questions about
economic policy, but he did
say that wage-price controls
have introduced distortions
and inequities in the nation's
economy But he said he
wouldn't rule out the possibility that one day they
might bereimposed.
He said he subscribed to
President Nixon's statement
that the American people
are taxed enough, but he
said the tax system is in
constant need of study to
make sure it is equitable.

play

"Although it is set in the
1920s it is curiously contemporary to the Irish conflict
today." Dr. Kepke added
"It is not political though
and takes no sides. "
The story centers on the
Boyle family and how it is
riddled by tragedy because
of conditions in Ireland and
the weaknesses of the family
members
THE FATHER. I'.■plain
Boyle, refuses to work and
spends his days, according
to his wife Juno, strutlin
about town like a paycock"
with his friend Joxter.
Juno supports the family
with her job, and tries to
hold the family together and
raise the two children
Their son Johnny. 19, has
been injured in the fighting
between the Free State and
the Republic. He lives
haunted by the ghost of a
companion who died while
with him.
Mary, 22. is their daughter
who plans to marry her
lover. He leaves her
suddenly while she is
bearing his child
The authentic situations

which O'Caaey writes about
are said to have come from
his personal experiences. He
is known primarily at a
realist and the sad existence
of the Boyle family is mixed
with comical indicents
common to every family.
THE JOB OF personifying
Captain Boyle has been
given to a guest actor, Leo
Tepp. 62. of Newark, N.J.
Tepp said his professional
career has been a mixed bag
of primarily theater, television and films This is the
first time he has worked on
a campus with an all-student
cast
The University hires a
professional actor every few
years for the benefit of the
audience and the student
actors who work with him.
according to Dr. Kepke
The play will run from
tonight through Sunday at 8
P m in the Main Auditorium Tickets are 50 cents
for students with IDs. 75
cents for high school
students and children and
11.75 for adults
An open discussion will be
held after Thursday's
performance.

Grad students display work
The University's graduate students art show, featuring
paintings and jewelry displays, will continue through
Friday, April 26.
The show is free and open to the public from 8 a.m -5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 2-5 p.m Saturday and Sunday at
the Fine Arts Building

Classifieds
get results
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FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORES
WITH A LOVE FOR BUSINESS!
HERE'S A CHANGE TO ACQUIRE
SOME VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
FOR YOUR FUTURE CAREER WORKING AS AN ADVERTISING
SALESMAN FOR THE B.G. NEWS
THE PAY'S NOT GREATBUT THE EXPERIENCE IS!
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Interview sign-ups set for this week
Sign-up for school
schedules will be tomorrow
between 4 30-5 30 p.m. and
sign-up for non-school
schedules will be from 3-4
p.m. Friday.
Interview candidates
must submit a standard
Placement Office Data
Sheet for each organization
with which they plan to
interview.

field with
experience

tome

acctg.

MAY1
Glidden Durkee Div SCM
Corp -Juniors-acctg
majors-summer
interns.
Schedule
available
immediately for sign-up. Check
In Placement Office in signup area.
MAY 2

BUSINESS
APH1L29
Wallace Business FormsSales Trainees
B sales,
business area or liberal arts.
Chevrolet Division of
GMC--B, M. acctg
or
finance.
APRIL 30
Kroger Food Stores-Store
Management trainees B'any
business field or liberal arts
area
The Blade-Advertising
majors ijuniors i for summer intern program One
classified ad internship and
three retail internships
Dept ol Taxalion. State of
Ohio -Tax
Commissioner
Agenl B acctg or related

Barnes. Wendling, CookB Acctg. for staff accountants
MAYS
Westfield Companies-Insurance
Underwriter
trainee B any area. Field
representative
trainee
B/any area.
SCHOOLS
APRIL 29
"West Carrollton Schl
District (0. i -Vocal Music 16; Eng -Language Arts 7-9;
Eng. Journalism 10-12; Sci.
Biology and should have a
second field; Math 7-9; Ind.
Arts 7-9 metals emphasis;
EMH primary. El Ed. HI;
Kindergarten.
Euclid Public Schls -Canceled

APHIL30
West Carrollton Scl.
District l Ol-See April 29
listing.
Harlington
& Wesleco
Public Schls. (Texas ,-EI.
Ed., Spanish; Latin: Mathematics; English; Spec. Ed.
for a conservative community seven miles from the
Gulf of Mexico.
Vandalia-Butler
City
Schls.-LD; Reading Spec
ialist; Librarian Jr H.,
Also: HS speech, drama and
debate.
MAY1
Indianapolis
Public
Schools-Canceled.
MAY 2
Southern
Hancock Co.
Schls (Ind. l-Men for El.
Ed.: Eng.'Journalism combination; El. vocal music.

maybe math.
Eraser Public Schls.
(Mi.)--SrH English/Reading
combination. General
science; GHPE; Biology;
Chemistry Vocational Ed ,
»ist Ed. Bus and Ind
Ed.'small
engines
and
Electronics.
JrH
science/biology
combination: math. Spec. Ed.:
SHU
Type A/Mentally
Handicapped: El., JrH and
Srll.
LD; Diagnostician.
Gymnastics. No Alumni.
Oneida City Schls. (N.Y.I-El
Ed K-6; EMR-Primary; TMR ages 7-18; JrH
Bus Ed. includes typing.
JrH and SrH English; Srll
Homemaking; Jr. and SrH
French; Jr. and SrH Math;
Jr HPE and health; Jr. and
SrH General Science; Soc

Science speeches planned

Stu. 7 It 8; Musk K-6 Vocal;
Music 7-12 General-Vocal
and Instrumental; Music 4-6
Instrumental.

r-'HUMUs.

1
S
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
26

Dr Edward Teller, associate director ol the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory at the University of California, will
speak at 3 p.m Friday in 115 Education Bldg
Renowned in the areas of chemical, molecular and
nuclear physics and quantum theory. In Teller will speak
on energy His speech is sponsored by the departments of
physics, mathematics and chemistry and Sigma Xi.
On Wednesday, April 24, Dr Frank A. Brown Jr., a
Morrison professor of biology at Northwestern University,
will present two speeches He will speak on "Some
Responses of Living Things to Very Weak Electromagnetic
Fields" at 4 p.m. in 112 Life Science Bldg He also will speak
at 8 p.m. in 112 Business Administration Bldg.. on "The
Biological Clock Phenomenon."
His speeches are sponsored by the department of
biological sciences and Sigma Xi.

28
.10
12
33
34
,18
40
•2
43
44
45
50
S3
55
56
58
61
63
65
66
67
68

69 Requirement.
70 Belgian river.
DOWN
1 Mast.
2 Singer Home.
3 Local law.
4 Actress I.sna.
5 French lake.
6 Heraldic bearing.
7 Items for consideration.
8 Art medium.
9 Tlnctnre of
opium.

352-0717
or
352-7660

We will close one hour later
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights beginning April 18,
1974.

1
14

12 Wading bird.
13 Listens carefully:

11

18 W. W. II agcy.
22 Youngster.
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51 Slow.
52 Joan's sponse.
54 Color.
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by Garry Trudeau
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SHE JUST ISN'T
THE KINO OF
PEXSON IVHO CAN
\
MEPATE A
H0LDIN6 PATTEKN.

MAYBE I mi.WTA
SHOULP
few MINUTES,
60 TALK
ZONKBKS
TO HEP... TALKIN6
\
UlTHHEP.
jfSJ NOW

43
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PREFERRED PROPERTIES
Houses & Apartments
For Rent

o" ii lokes

uoiinte
ConliOence

1TH

"Cablevision Available"

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378
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(»• MM to tea »torn me beginning.)
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CMON, JOANIE,
A 600DSV&AK
WILL 6ET YOLK
MINP OFF
THIN6S.

1
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—om*~ CL3SSIFIED -«*®fc~
CAMPUS CALENDAR

The Bowling Green Stale University Power Volleyball
Team will boat Kellogs Community College at 4:80
p.m. and Ohio State University at 8:00 p.m. at
Anderson Arena tonight. Both will be a best of five
game match.

FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

mum /A

•STING
i

■

11

34

49 Entertainer Jan.
50 Relative position.

The Women's Recreation Association will hold a
meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. In 208 of the Women's
Building lor Captains of Co-ed Basketball teams.

FOR SUMMER & FALL

I ROBERT
fj

.'8

— majesle.
Japanese herb.
Slstera.
Observe.
Hanoi's rival.
Light up: Poet.

The Women's Recreation Association will hold a
meeting tonight at 6:00 p.m. In 100 of the Women's
Building tor all Intramural Tennis players.

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT

•

1
19

37 Kini.hr..

The University Lutheran Chapel will hold a Coffee
Hour tomorrow from 3-5 p.m. In the Facultv Lounge
of the Union.

Jk

nun aima □HHrjuu

4

3

I24

27 Popular name in
Malmo.
28 Creek letters.
29 Fox or treasure.
31 Female raff.
33 Occur unexpectedly,
35 Certain antonomous countries.
36 Pale de foie

The Women's Recreation Association will hold a
meetint tonight at 8:30 p.m. la 208 of the Women's
Building for Intramural Softball Captains and
Umpires.

Wed & Thurs ■ 7 20 & 9 50

7:30 & 10:15 • Sat. & Sun. 2:00, 4:45, 7:30 4 10:15
ALL SEATS - S3 00 — Sorry No Passes

•
PALI
J NEWMAN

2

25 Ornamental
button.

Wednesday, April IT. 1*74
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NEW HOURS

In the Stadium Plan

CINEMA II

62 Actor Mineo.
64 Worked out.
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60 Attend.

11 The Thinker"
scnlptor.

YEAH.
DO YOU
SHESREAUY
REALIZE JOWie* TAKIN6 THIS
STILL IN BBP
WAIT1N61ST
TODAY?
BUSINESS

Roy Rogers Announces. . .

iii&ixm

•

Ed.
Ed.

'Evening Also

i.imii.14 linn

57 "Your Maleaty."
59 Semicircular
recess.

10 Turkish title.

39
40
41
46
47
48

El
El

Close to Campus

Platters of pizza. Salad bar, too. Htlp yourself to
all you can eal. Bambmos to 6 years, just 85*.
Every Wednesday night from 6 lo 9 PM. Enjoy

Friday

Place for • key..
Rich - II.
Dry op.
Brs.il'.
neighbor.
Js.on'. conveyance.
Where ancient
Greeks traded.
Roman lion
tamer.
Navigation aide.
Monsoons.
Maternally
related.
Pen's need.
Cape.
Lantern-toting
Creek.
Bam up.
Hauling vehicle.
Vandal.
Sioux City girl.
Long hill.
Comprise.
Lion's companion, at times.
Saturate.
French nobleman.
Rabid.
Meeting.
Of the stars.
Avoid.
spot.
Millinery items.
Mr. Heep.
Laconic.
Device control*
ling balloon's altitude.
Metropolitan.
Ahab's father.
Handle.
Variety.

Upper
Upper

rnnnn HHnni.iH'nii.i.i

DOONESBURY

$1.49

•"

reading;
Science;
Reading.
Key:

■WWII 10 PtEVIOUS NBBI

< npc '74 Gen'l Frahtrri Corp

Call Maurer Green For
Low Summer Rates

CINEMA I

Stu
Compre.; Communications Compre.
10-12
(Journalism/speech); Jr.
LD: El. Ed. LD; JrH

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Going To Summer School

WEDNESDAY
FAMILY NIGHT
BUFFET SPECIAL

MAYS
Berea
City
Schls.Compre Science 7-6 (Biology/Physical science); Soc.

The Students International Meditation Society will
hold a Checking Meeting today from 1-4 p.m. In the
Faculty Lounge of the Union for those who practice
TM
The Students International Meditation Society will
hold an advanced lecture on TM tonight at 6:30 p.m. In
the Faculty Lounge of the Union.

getting where you want
to go. Phone us toll-free,
24 hours a day. at (800)
223-5568.
Abortion
Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service.
216-631-1557.

Men's Schwinn Suburban
10 sp bike 352-8108 alter
8:00p.m.

PEIUONAU

10x80 mobile home in
good condition 6S5-37V2

Antioch, a creative
venture in ecumenism.
meets tonight at 6:10
p.m. at the Newman
Center. All are welcome.

MARY KEYS.
sorry too. Bob.

Ride needed to O.U.
AprU 18 after 11 Will
pay. Please call Janet 17*81 It
LOOT AND FOUND
Bowmar calculator, lost
In Lot 7 behind Towers.
Turn In to Campus
Safety.
Last: Black wallet on
Tburstin. Call Mike 3541838 Ne questions.
MBJ WANTED
Men student preferred.
Fall time available 81.00
per hr. start Kalckerbocker 363 5318.
Part time work available, anyone may apply.
No
experience
necessary. Job involves
operating production
equipment.
Contact
Steve Sawitn-171-1001
Pfcna makers aad delivery people wanted.
Apply In i person to

WANTED
11. to share apt summer
qtr. close to campus, own
ream; 8*0 mo. Call JSJ18*7 from 11-1
1 I needed fall. Fairly
(Asap. Call 171-1668
SEKVKKtOmMXD
TYPIST - Kaperleated in
typing dissertations,
theses, termpaperx Ph.
16>168».
Need Is talk? Decisions?
Call as at EMPA far
M 11-1; TWRi:3»a 30; F
3-6.
INTKRESTED IN NO
FRILLS LOW^OST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, The
Middle East The Par
East Africa, or practically aarraare? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can kelp you find the
least aapeuslvo way far

Men's 16" three speed
with lock. 181-6193 880

Free cat • Litter trained
352-9101 alters. Patty.

RIDES

South

1872 HUlcrest mobile
home. 12 i*o . 2 bedrm
10 mi. west of BG 6S93833 after 4 30

Marants 4B's. 8 in. WFR
I »* TWR. very efficient
11 x 8* x 20 walnut. 880
apiece new, asking 880
for the pair. Hear 'em at
1-4810.

Congratulations to the
newly activated Brothers
of T.K.E What a great
bunch! Love. The LIT
Stsaes.

1004

1873 Pinto Automatic.
Air cond., deluxe int.
Must sell. Call 668-28S3
after 4:30

For your PHOTOGRAPHIC needs: portraits, passports, applicstioas and etc.
Weissbrod Studio 113 W.
Wooster Ph. 364-8041

The Counseling Center will sponsor a Women's SelfExploration Group Meeting tonight from 7-10 p.m. in
Sin Student Services Building. It will meet weekly and
give an opportunity to explore and appreciate yourself
and other women. For further Information call Gwe«
Sereno at 372-2081
PagUal's,
Main St:

bike $18, Admiral stereo
830 Call after 4.30, 352-

I

am

Antioch, an inner-church
community looking (or
people with intelligent
religious interest. Come
tonight at 6.30 p.m.
Newman Center or call
361-78I6.
FOR SALE
66 VW Fstbck. New
engine, good cond. Call
378^686.
1 yr old girl's 1 speed
bicycle. Call 1-11*4.
Guitar amplifier, 6 6"
speakers pre amp,
aamrsd bottom. 8378 sr
bean offer It sounds good
with s good guitar 3534367 anytime altar 4
Bob.
Farttsa Professional
organ with Leslie amplifier Best offer Call S518686. Ask for Terry.
Must ssU: Grand Prix
-68, ex. coadl., air.
radials, low mileage,
bast offer Also: 8 speed

'18 convertible Mustang.
Excellent shape Call
171-1816.
HARMON-KARDON
Quad receiver. 85 rms in
stereo - 21 in quad. 1
weeks old. Lists over
8460, asking 1330 with
guarantee Call Al at 138P 4a4Bromfteld
1 solid wood china
hutches, TV.-Stereo consols, and 1 sofas. H Intersated, call 371-af71.
Hart skis - 1*8
cmw Look-Nevada Toe,
Lange boon - 10W m. k
Scott poles. All for
HOOP.
Mans U" frame, 10
speed. Schwinn Conti
nental. ridden 10 times
»l 10 Call 383-8680 after 5
p.m.
FOR BENT
Apt. to sublet sum. qtr. 1I people, Tharstln
Manor. Call SU-OSOl
after 3:30.
Apt to sublet immed ; 1
barm Married couple or
II 1130 iac utilities 351Quiet room. No liquor or
smoker, male 3814*60.
APARTMENTS
RENT. 388-4(71.

TO

Apartment to sublet
spring quarter 1 harms

lVt baths 888 mo. For
information call 383-8178.
Nice 1 bed. apts. for 4
students. Furn.. s/c.
Summer It Fell rentals
with 8 mo. leases and
special summer rates
Buff Apts 1470 and 1480
Clough. CaU 354-7841 or
353-3143 for Information.
Apartment to sublet
spring quarter. 2 males.
865 mo. For Information
call .152-9378
FIRST TIME
ADVERTISED
FALL AND SUMMER
118 Seventh Street. 2 bedroom furnished, heat,
water, air cond . cablevision included - dishwasher optional FALL
RATES 4 persons. 887 SO
each. 3 persons, 871.50
each. Ask about summer
rates.
1 bedroom, sir conditioned, carpeted, downtown, June 1. 383-7761.
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr Furn. 1 bad.. 3
baths, 8225 mo. 1 occupants. 8340 mo. 4 occupants. 1 bed. turn., 1
adults 8170 mo. Prices
are for a 6 mo. lease,
beat * water furn., lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection. 35343*4 or 1-8S3-9682 collect.
Apts in houses for 1 or 4
students Phone 352-9302
from 1-6 or 383-7366
evenings.
Greenvtew Apartments
now signing leases for
summer. Special rates 1
gt 1 bedroom aad efficiencies. Call between
13-6 p.m. 363-1116.
Summer aad Fall. 3 bed.
S|>t. 878-3308
Fully fujalshed three
bedroom house to sublease for summer One
block from campus. CaU
Besutlfal apt. for
summer qtr. 1 bed. close
to campus. 1 people. 880
each par month 3816376.
EHkieocy apt for 1 or 1
ptrsoas. Avail. Jane 15Satrt U. 381J64*.

Wodnooaoy. April 17, 1974, Th. BG Now./»o». 7

Syrian-Israeli battle continues;
heaviest fighting since last fall
(AP) Artillery fire raged
along the entire SyrianIsraeli front yesterday for
the 36th straight day and
Israel said one Israeli
soldier was killed and two
were wounded.
Reports from Damascus
said the Syrians have set up
a forward command headquarters on a section of Mt.
Her MI i m in their control.
Observers said this could
mean new attempts to
recapture the peak.
Associated Press newsman Hal McClure reported
from Mi
Hermon that
Israeli reinforcements encountered Syrian cannon
fire as they made their way
up the slopes of the strategic
mountain at the northern
end of the Israeli-Syrian
cease-fire line.
On a clear day. the peak
commands a view of the
entire 300-square-mile bulge
captured by Israel during
the October war. and of the
Syrian capital of Damascus
23 miles away.

Stimulation for an oft protect can com* from a comfortablo
••at high abovo tho camput action, daro Wortz, fro.hman
(Ed.), spot* a tubfoct from hit Bromfiokl window toot.
(N.wtphoto by Carl Said)

Bird's eye view

Rebels strand Cambodian forces
PHNOM
PENH.
Cambodia (API - An estimated 3.500 Cambodian
troops were reported either
stranded or cut off from
Phnom Penh by rebel
Khmer Rouge forces yesterday along the Tonle Sap
River northwest of this
capital.
A government navel
convoy sent up the river
with supplies came under
attack from the banks at

several places. One vessel
was sunk and another was
damaged while unloading
supplies. In South Vietnam,
the Saigon military
command reported a sixhour battle in the central
highlands south of 1'leiku
with a casualty toll of about
250 dead or wounded.
About 2.000 Cambodian
government troops and 24
armored vehicles were
stranded at Kompong Luong

Woodwind quintet to perform
The Woodwind quintet will perform at B p.m. tonight in
the Kecital Hall. School of Music.
The quintet recently returned from a performance by
invitation at the Music Educators National Conference in
California
Formed in 1965. the quintet has included "Pastoral" by
Persichetti and "Variations sur un Theme Couse" by
Tomasi in tonight's program
The quintet consists of five faculty members from the
School of Music

about 20 miles northwest of
Phnom Penh and under daily
artillery bombardment, according to field dispatches
They had been sent up the
river in an attempt to retake
the 17th century royal
capital of Oudong. which fell
to the Khmer Rouge last
month.
But military sources said
that objective had been
abandoned and that the
Cambodian high command
now is concerned with
saving the relief force
ANOTHER
1.500
Cambodian troops were

surrounded by the Khmer
Rouge two miles north of the
government's beachhead at
Kompong Luong. which is
only about five miles east of
Oudong These troops were
being supplied by airdrop.
Military sources said the
dispatch of Cambodian
troops up the Tonle Sap on
an operation to retake
Oudong left Phnom Penh's
defenses thin, since a large
number of other government
soldiers were sent earlier
into the battle for Kampot
on the Gulf of Siam, about 85

miles southwest of the
capital.
Khmer Houge infiltrators
rocketed Phnom Penh over
the weekend as the city
observed the Cambodian
new year holiday. One
person was reported killed
and another five were
wounded
The rebel
objective appeared to be
harassment.
ftwiANo ni

NO ONE was questioning
Gur's military prowess, the

Educators to meet Saturday

THE BG NEWS Co-ed
Softball Team
extends a daring invitation to any
group of rowdies who think they can
possibly whip US in an Ail-American
game of softball.
. - .
«.

If you want to try, call
372-2003 or stop in at
106 University Hall!

;

' L LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL

i

proudly brings you

Fine
MEXICAN
Dining

c

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES-JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.

H0ULNEIN1H6W0&P, ,
YOUtGftELlM'THECHAM&lN
OPlrfeOfcW...

"Cablevision Available"

LUCKY DINNER DAY!

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

Look on the bottom of your plate to see if you are one of
today's lucky winners.
If you are a winner, present the card to the waitress and
your meal will be on us!!

IN

In The Stadium View Plaza
Phone For Carry-Out • 352-4008
Opon Tuat-Thurs. 9-9 - Fri. 9-10:30
Sat. 121 a.m. - Closed Sun. & Mon.

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248

coMfjter(r»iAayi)«T me

noarrs 4450 TU9Me«<sWU>i"""-»"-i'l)*V75 **««•»•

•;:)('!<S9-1J. 1-5 MON-FRI SAT 1-5

Tickets Available at Finders

«^«~^«J>
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from 5 to 9
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no delivery on this special

He was named to replace
David Elazar, who resigned
after being formally blamed
for Israel's unreadiness for
the October war

0. STOP OUT TO CHERRY
Vll'.AGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
*VN.

••COM

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL

sources said, but tome
senior Cabinet ministers felt
he was too inexperienced for
the job and preferred that a
retired general be recalled.

A Reading and Language Arts Conference set for
Saturday is expected to draw more than 500 teachers, supervisors and principals from northwestern Ohio
Sponsored by the University's Reading Center, the
conference is an in-service program in which educators can
discuss upgrading reading programs from kindergarten
through college.
Dr Jules Abrams. professor of psychiatry at Hahneman
Medical College and Hospital. Philadelphia, will speak at
8 45 a.m. on "Meeting Monday Morning Needs in Reading."
Conference registration is $15 with sign-up beginning at 8
am Saturday on the second floor. Union Sessions will be in
the Union, Moseley Hall and the Education Building

\r

Wednesday is

Congratulations, Angels!

uunoircitms

In another development,
well-informed sources In
Jerusalem said the appointment of Mordechai Gur as
Israel's military chief of
staff was meeting an
unusual measure of position
in top government circles.

EL ALAMO RESTAURANT

The Flight's even more
heavenly with its
nine new Angels
Lynn Freeh
Diane Horner
Angela Miller
Kathy Monahan
Carol Moore
Sandy Ross
Barb Wagoner
Cassie Watkins
Jan Youngerman

ISRAEL says that Syrian
forces have tried three
times to storm one of the
Israeli posts. Sunday saw
the heaviest fighting on the
Golan Heights since the
autumn war
Syrian President Hafez
Assad
retained
to
Damascus yesterday from a
five-day visit to Moscow
where he signed long-term
agreements for economic,
technical and cultural
cooperation. But reports
said he had also received a
promise of arms and
equipment.
Newspapers in Beirut.
Lebanon, said the Soviet
Union has already supplied
Syria with MIG23 jet
fighters and pledged early
deliveries of MIG25S and
ground-to-ground missiles
The newspaper Al Anwar
said, "The agreement will
hand a tremendous boost to
Syria's position in the
current war of attrition with
Israel on the Golan Heights
front "
THE NEWSPAPER Al
Shaab quoted President
Anwar Sadat of Egypt as
saying he was confident
Syria and Israel would soon
accomplish a military disengagement.
But Sadat said in the
interview that "Assad was
my only partner in taking
the October 6 war decision
and I shall remain true to
him until my death." •» .
Cairo newspapers warned
yesterday that Egypt would
use long-range
against Israel if it i
operations against i
Lebanon.
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Promising future lies ahead

^Q

for freshman golfer Decker
By Dick Red
Stall Writer
To say that Jim Decker
has a promising future is
like saying that Johnny
Miller is the next superstar
of golf
Both gollers are in similar
positions in their respective
situations-young with impressive
tournament
finishes Miller the 1973
t'.S Open champion, has
won lour tourneys this year
on the pro circuit

Decker, by comparison,
won his first major college
tournament last weekend as
he carded a 149 to tie for
medalist honors in the
Ashland Invitational.
THE FRESHMAN from
Fremont also has an Ohio
Junior Championship and an
18th place finish in last
summer's Ohio Amateur.
Decker led his Fremont
Ross High School squad to
the state "'AAA" championship last spring His

experience there and in
other top amateur tourneys
has aided him in his first
collegiate season
"Competing in some of the
major tournaments has
really helped me. I've been
through the pressure experiences before, like in the
state finals," Decker said.
"I don't get nervous in tight
situations."
OBVIOUSLY his serenity
was one factor that contributed to his outstanding
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Falcon netters drubbed;
lose seventh match, 8-1
By Dai Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
The
tables
turned
yesterday afternoon as Ohio
State dumped the Falcon
netters. 8-1
Monday.
Bowling Green defeated
Eastern Michigan by the
same score
The Falcon racketmen put
up a good light before losing
their seventh match in 10
outings this season
Although there were no
BG singles victors, first
singles man Rich Herbst put
up the best fight. Herbst
dropped his first set. 6-4,
won6-1. and fell. 6-4.
Larry Dister lost his
second. singles match to
Ohio State's Dave fatten
and captain Tim Hoover lost

in two sets. 6-2. 6-4, at third
singles.
Keith Bailey snapped
Falcons' fourth singles man
Casey Daganhardt's three
match winning string. 6-4. 64, BG's winningest singles
men Rob Dowling (SSi and
Doug Dennis |6S) also saw
their victory strings
snapped Dowling lost 6-2, 61, and Dennis was defeated.
6-3, 6-4
THE DOUBLES matches
showed much improvement
in the Falcon line-up, but to
little avail. BG mustered
only one victory in three
doubles matches
Herbst and Daganhardt
fell to a tough Buckeye pair.
David Dick and Patten, 6-4.
6-4

The doubles combination
of Hoover and Tim Howell
suffered its first loss of the
season in live bouts They
lost. 6-3, 6-4. but still stand
undefeated (2-0) in MidAmerican
Conference
matches
The only happy note of the
day for BG came in the
closing minutes of the
match. The third doubles
combination of Dister and
Dowling handled OSU's
Meeker and Pettis. 6-4 and 76 in a tie-breaker set to
remain undefeated at 4-0 for
the season
The Falcons will travel to
Kent State and Ohio
University this weekend for
a pair of key MAC clashes.

performance at Ashland
Decker explained that
playing the course before
helped him immensely. He
added that the thought of
being the tourney's top
shooter hadn't even
occurred to him.
A 76 in the first round
placed Jim three strokes
behind the individual leader,
but his second-round score
of 73 was the best that day to
put him in a three-way tie
for top spot among 66
golfers.
Decker then birdied the
first hole of a sudden-death
playoff to take the medalist
honor
"I got my game together
at Ashland," the freshman
said "I had a few flaws in
my swing which 1 corrected
and I was swinging a lot
better."
Decker said that although
winning the tournament was
an accomplishment for him.
it wasn't so much of a big
thrill compared to the confidence it gave him.
THE YOUNG linkster
explained that the transition
from
high school
to
collegiate golf hasn't been

Pitchers dominate action

Falcons split doubleheader
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
"Good pitching beats good
hitting every time," said
Falcon baseball coach Don
Purvis after yesterday's
doubleheader with Michigan
University at Warren E
Stellar Field
The seven words spoken
by Purvis told the story of
yesterday afternoon's action
as the BG nine split a twin-

Dan Garfield

Here come the Big Red!
When the Falcon stickers started practice two months ago
they were already talking about Denison in silent whispers.
sly remarks and cutting jokes
This is the week of reckomng-a time to eat, drink, think,
act. talk and sleep Denison1 The Big Red are coming
Saturday to Doyt L Perry Field lor a 2 p.m. clash.
Who the hell is Denison9 To the BG laxmen and followers
of Falcon lacrosse, Denison represents the biggest game of
the year This small college in Granville. Ohio, has one of
the most prestigious lax programs in the midwest and the
Falcons have only been able to slightly dent its polished
Midwest Lacrosse Association IMLAI dynasty.
The BG stickers have lost six ol nine meetings with the
Big Red. but those three Falcon upsets are cherished
In 1970 when the Falcons were riding a 4-0 record (as is
the case this season i and smoking the MLA, the Big Red
strolled into Falconland in search for another win over BGits fifth in a row
While 500 fans watched, the Falcons won 8-6. and coach
Mickey Cochrane called it "our biggest lacrosse win ever at
Bowling Green
The Falcon mentor added that the
enthusiastic crowd sounded more like 5.000. BG went on to
its first undefeated season i9-0i that year
In 1972. before 2.000 fans, the largest crowd ever to watch
a Falcon lacrosse game. BG again upset the Big Red, 11-8,
but finished second to Denison in the league.
THERE HAVE been a few backfires for BG too In 1969,
the Falcons peaked too soon in the week of the Big Red
game and were blasted 19-4 Last season, the Red was the
better team during the regular season, whipping BG 17-7.
The Falcons had a second chance for revenge last year
when they faced Denison in the post-season playoffs. At
Denison. BG broke the Big Red's six-year home winning
streak, winning 8-6.
Like so many traditional rivalries in any sport, throw all
the statistics out the window for this game You can't
predict a winner anymore BG has come of age with the Big
Red The Falcons have matured into a respectable power of
the MLA and the Midwest.

Golden Torch
wishes to
congratulate
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difficult for him because of
his extensive amateur
tournament experience.
"There are better players
in college. You just have to
work and try a lot harder,
but I've always tried to do
my best, arid of course
everybody wants to win,"
Decker said.
An important match
awaits Decker and his
teammates this weekend as
the BG golfers will travel to
Ohio State to compete in the
prestegious Kepler Invitational.
"As a team, we're
starting to come around. I
think we can place in the top
five in the Kepler if we play
real
good,"
predicted
Decker, who owns a 76 6
average for this season
AT THE beginning of the
season, golf mentor John
Piper said. "Decker has the
most impressive tournament credentials of any
incoming freshman since
I've been coach "
And so far this season.
Decker hasn't let him down.
For the talented stick
swinger, a bright future
awaits him

But even though BG has come of age with Denison. don't
count out the power the Red possess. They have a 19-4, 17-7
and 7-2 set of victories over BG in the last five years plus the
fact that MLA coaches picked the defending champs as the
favorite again in a preseason poll.
A KEY TO past BG victories has been the support
students gave the team This year the enthusiasm has
picked up from the beginning More than 750 fans witnessed
the '74 home opening win over Notre Dame-the second
largest crowd ever.
Two outstanding lacrosse squads like BG and Denison
always provide an exciting contest, but if recent Falcon
success at Doyt L. Perry Field means anything, you should
be there Saturday for the big one.
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bill with their northern foe
Michigan took the opening
encounter. 1-0. and the
Falcons rallied in the second
meeting to take a 2-1
decision.
Batsmen on both teams
were silenced as the
pitchers stole the two-game
show with their pitching
mastery.

$
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The Bowling Green volleyball squad extended its
winning streak to three last
weekend as it defeated Indiana University in Bloom
ington and crushed Earlham
College at Anderson Arena
The Hoosiers extended the
Falcon spikers to the last
stanza of the linal game
before they bowed. 14-16. In
previous action. BG took
two 115-6. 15-61 and Indiana
won a pair 115-13. 15-4".
In the match against Earl
ham, the Falcons put the
Bulls away in three quick
games 15-4. 15-9 and 15-7
Senior tn-captains Handy
Schmidt, Larry Beneke and
Rod Ebright turned in fine

performances in both
matches.
C
P.
Foster
spiked very well against
Earlham and Dale Wertz
and Greg Wesche helped the
BG cause with great setting
and serving
Bowling Green's junior
varsity team was also
successful as they recorded
a victory over Earlham The
JV team won three games in
a best of five series.
The Falcons will host a
three team round-robin
match today in Anderson
Arena. Ohio State and
Kellogg Community College
are the other teams entered
in the competition which
begins at 4 p.m.
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State, now eligible for MAC
baseball honors, will play
the Falcons Saturday in
another doubleheader
Purvis heads into the
conference slate pleased
with the team's pitching and
hopeful of working out
some of the miscues that
occurred
in yesterday's
action.

Volleyball action

MARKET RESEARCH WORK

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Beer and Food
All You Can Handle

The BG diamondmen
scored the winning run in
the fifth frame when Mark
Aprile singled and Fox
sacrificed him to second
base In stepped Owen, who
already had two hits and
knocked in the only Falcon
run earlier He singled up
the middle to score Aprile.
Frilling, who pitched a
masterful two-hitter, picked
up his second victory of the
year against a single loss.

MICHIGAN now stands 7
10-1 on the year while BG
boasts an 11-5 mark
The Falconland nine now
head into a brisk Mid
American
Conference
(MAC i schedule to wrap up
this week Friday, defending
MAC
champ Miami
University heads into town
for a doubleheader Ball

ATTENTION STUDENTS

(419)353-0503

Guests. Graduate Faculty
are invited to
PARTY APRIL 19

THE COLD bats did not
get any hotter in the second
contest as BG's Mike
Frilling dueled the
Wolverine's Craig Forhan
on the mound
The Falcons drew first
blood in the third Irame
when freshman
catcher
Larry Owen singled home
outfielder Dave Fox from
second base
Michigan scored the run
back in the fourth inning
when catcher John Lonchar
cracked the first hit off
Frilling-a solo homer

KIP YOUNG, boasting a
3-0 mark, started the first
game for the BG crew.
Young, a Hillsboro. O
native, was opposed on the
mound by another Ohio high
school product. Sophomore
Chuck
Rogers,
from
Findlay. also sported an
undefeated mark (2-01 on
the hill for Michigan.
The two hurlers locked up
in a truly classic pitcher's
duel and about 250
spectators sat back and
watched. The hitters did a
little sitting back on their
own as the two pitchers
were untouchable through
six innings In that time, BG
left eight runners stranded
on the base paths
The ice broke in the top of
the seventh frame when
Michigan loaded the bases
Infielder Chris Burak laid
down a suicide squeeze bunt
and teammate Dan Damiani

"LARGEST PET SHOP IN OHIO"

(419)354-9603

scored the winning run for
Michigan
Rogers struck out six
Falcons enroute to his third
win Senior catcher Dave
Wellman socked two hits lor
the Falcons in the 1-0 loss

4pm
210 Math Science

Both FREE with BGSU I.D.

You can earn easy money, every month during school,
lor doing nearly nothing Beetleboards ol America will
paint your car FREE, in incredible fashion, and pay you
tor driving it around as usual. Thai's practically all there
is to it For the lull story, write immediately to:
Beetleboards ol America, Inc.
7785 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90046

Or C3II
(213)876-7517
*
L JT.

